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 clean build 142002 11.04.2005 How to use? 1. Add the value of the value of the module "Trigger Definition" and your desired
filename to the value of the variable "trigFilename" 2. Click on the button "Make" 3. Copy the module to your root dir 4. Run

"triggerfx.exe" 5. Choose the filename and position. 6. The program starts and can be used as a server and at the same time as a
client. Module: Definition: Parameter: SubParameter Default value: Your value: Triggered on server: Triggered on client:

Triggered on server and client: Shows/hides In the Module shows/hides Pos.x Pos.y Ratio Server width Server height Client
width Client height Background color The first value of the Background color represents the background of the server (blue
color) and the second value the background of the client (red color). The values are considered of the range from 0 - 100 and
the multiplicator is the Factor. In the example red color: 50% is considered (50/100 = 0,5 or 50%) and thus the color of 100.
Checkbox The first value of the Checkbox represents the server and the second value the client. The values are considered of
the range from 0 - 100 and the multiplicator is the Factor. In the example red color: 50% is considered (50/100 = 0,5 or 50%)

and thus the color of 100. Label The first value of the Label represents the server and the second value the client. The values are
considered of the range from 0 - 100 and the multiplicator is the Factor. In the example red color: 50% is considered (50/100 =

0,5 or 50%) and thus the color of 100. My S/PDIF output is not triggered anymore. 1. Make sure, that the module "DRC
Trigger" is registered. Check your user manual in the chapter "Module: Definition: Triggering/syncing: DRC Trigger". 2. Check

if the parameter 82157476af
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